Candidates for Degrees

Because the commencement program must be prepared in advance, this list of candidates is tentative. Certification of graduation must come from the registrar of the university.

Academic Honors

See descriptions on pages 30-32

* - cum laude

** - magna cum laude

*** - summa cum laude

# - Indicates students who completed degree requirements in August

10 a.m. Ceremony

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Courtney Denise Netherland
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Role of Type 2 Cannabinoid Receptor (CB2) in Atherosclerosis”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Douglas Thewke

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

E. Rowena Bailey
B.S., University of Southern Mississippi
M.S., University of Southern Mississippi
Dissertation: “Remedial Education: Addressing Contributing Factors”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Lana Lowe Becker
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University
B.M.E., Central Missouri State University
M.B.A., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Self-Regulated Learning in an Introductory Undergraduate Accounting Course”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Terrence Tollefson

Vickie McConell Brown
B.A., Berea College
M.Ed., Lincoln Memorial University
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University
Dissertation: “Perceptions of the Implementation of the Online Credit Recovery, Dropout Prevention, and Alternative Education Program Odyssey Ware, in Lee County, Virginia Public Schools”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Jennifer Anne Mooney Campbell
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University
Ed.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Elementary School Teachers’ Perceptions of Effective Leadership Practices of Female Principals”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover

5
Ginger Russell Christian
B.S., Troy State University
M.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Internship Experiences for Aspiring Principals, Student Perceptions and Effectiveness”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Kathryn Ellen Crumm
B.S., University of Florida
M.Ed., University of Florida
Ed.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “The Reality of the Greene County School System Preschool Program”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover

Tony L. Dalton
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University
Dissertation: “Entry Age and Reading Level by the End of Third Grade”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Jared Edwin Day
B.A., East Tennessee State University
M.A.T., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Correlation Between the TCAP Test and ThinkLink Learning’s Predictive Assessment Series Test in Reading, Math, and Science in a Tennessee School System”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Allison Leigh Gardenhour
B.S.Ed., Indiana U. Purdue University
Dissertation: “
Dissertation Director:

Lori Bellar Goodin
B.S., Tusculum College
Ed.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Dissertation: “Perspectives of Special Education Teachers on Implementation of Inclusion in Four High Schools in East Tennessee”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Amanda Greene
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.A., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Pedometers, Accelerometers, and Observational Methods: A Comparison of Measurements of Physical Activity in Fourth-grade Students”
Dissertation Director: Dr. James Lampley

Michele Rogers Harless
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.A.T., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Disciplinary Referrals in Response to School-Wide Positive Behavior Plan in a Rural Middle School Setting”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Catherine Glascock

Paulette Jackson Johnson
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
M.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University
Dissertation: “K-6 Classroom Teachers’ Perceptions of Effective Teacher Education Programs”
Dissertation Director: Dr. James Lampley

Melissa Ann Loveless
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover

Nikki Lynn Manning
B.S., Radford University
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University
Ed.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Gary D. McCann
B.S., Lincoln Memorial University
M.A.T., East Tennessee State University
Ed.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “A Study to Examine Teacher Perceptions of Leadership Characteristics That Middle School Principals Should Have to Be an Effective Instructional Leader”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Catherine Glascock
Carissa Gail Mitchell  
B.A., Maryville College  
M.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University  
Dissertation: “Common Characteristics of School Administrators Who are Perceived as Effective in Meeting the Needs of Students with Disabilities”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Kenneth Huey Samuelson  
B.S., Lee University  
M.Ed., Western Carolina University  
Ed.S., East Tennessee State University  
Dissertation: “Interscholastic Sports, Academic Performance, and Attendance of Middle School Student Athletes and Non-Athletes”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Brenda G. Mize  
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
M.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover

Monet Calloway Samuelson  
B.M., Lee University  
M.Ed., Western Carolina University  
Ed.S., East Tennessee State University  
Dissertation: “Student Outcomes and the Implementation of a Ninth Grade Academy in a Western North Carolina High School”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Martha Hughes Murray  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
M.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
Dissertation: “Initially Budgeted Stimulus Funds for Special Education by Local Education Agencies in East Tennessee”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Mischele Gambill Simcox  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.Ed., Milligan College  
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University  
Dissertation: “Intervention Program Graduate on Time as Related to the Number of High School Dropouts in a Rural Northeast Tennessee High School”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Joy Brown Parton  
B.S., Carson-Newman College  
M.Ed., Carson-Newman College  
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University  
Dissertation: “Classroom Placement of Twins, Triplets, and Other Multiples in Grades Kindergarten Through Eighth in East Tennessee Schools: East Tennessee Principals’ Perceptions”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover

David South  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Ashley Marie Stanley  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University  
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University  
Dissertation: “Accelerated Mathematics and High-Ability Students’ Math Achievement in Grades Three and Four”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Lori Price  
B.S., University of North Alabama  
M.A., Tennessee Technological University  
Dissertation: “The Expectations and Experiences of Black Students in Two Predominantly White High Schools in Southern Appalachia”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Scott Anthony Starnes  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.Ed., Milligan College  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Virginia Foley

Karen Pierson Reach  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University  
Dissertation: “An Investigation of Reading Instruction in Northeast Tennessee”  
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover
Linda Karen Tilson
B.S., Lincoln Memorial University
M.A.Ed., Tusculum College
Ed.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “A Quantitative Analysis of
General Education Teachers’ Perceptions
of Their Knowledge of Special Education
Law, Processes, and Procedures”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Pamela Scott

Debra Walls Wolford
B.S.Ed., Radford University
M.A.Ed., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University
Dissertation: “Effective Leadership Practices
in the Sustainability of Professional
Learning Communities in Two Elementary
Schools”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Eric Glover

Vincent Sinclair Williams, Jr.
B.S., Lee University
M.A., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: “Perceptions of Bermudian
Leaders About the Philosophies, Major
Purposes, and Effectiveness of the Public
School System in Bermuda Since 1987”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Terrence Tollefson

DOCTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Nagesh Ramarao Aragam
B.E., Bangalore University
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology
M.S., University of New Brunswick
M.S., Bangalore University
Dissertation: “Genome-wide Association
Study of Major Depressive Disorder and
its Related Phenotypes”
Dissertation Director: Dr. James L. Anderson

SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION

Teresa Ann Dobbs
B.S.W., East Tennessee State University
M.S., University of North Texas

MASTER OF ARTS

Megan Whitney Atwater
B.S., Appalachian State University
Benjamin Donald Austin
B.A., Wofford College

Jasen Lee Bacon
B.A., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “The Digital Folklore Project:
Tracking the Oral Tradition on the World
Wide Web”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Theresa Lloyd
Jesse Colte Barnhill  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Sheridan Nichols Crockett Batt  
B.J., Indiana University, Bloomington

Daniel Ryan Berry  
B.S., Christopher Newport University  
Thesis: “Manipulating Paradigm and Attention via a Mindfulness Meditation Training Program Improves P300-Based BCI”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Chad E. Lakey

Matthew L. Bowers  
B.A., University of Toledo  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Martha Copp

Tiffany Nicole Brown  
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jill Bumpus  
B.A., Milligan College

Jennifer Michelle Cassell  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

J.T. Chadwell  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

James E. Chambers  
B.A., University of New Hampshire, Durham  
M.B.A., University of New Hampshire, Durham  
J.D., University of Massachusetts  
Thesis: “Neither a Borrower nor a Lender Be: America Attempts to Collect its War Debts, 1922-1934”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Emmett Essin

Katherine Combs  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kristi Jean Davenport  
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Kelly Drum Moran  
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Scott Contreras-Koterbay

Jeffrey H. Ellison  
B.S., Appalachian State University  
Thesis: “Rural Parents’ Mental Health Service Delivery Preferences Overcoming Barriers to Care”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Jodi Polaha

Shelby Eccles Ellison  
B.A., Belmont Abbey College

Whitney Dawn Evely  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Jacob Benjamin Fabry  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Amanda Carrie Fenner  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Meagan V. Fisher  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Brenda Joyce Shelton Ford  
B.S.H.E., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Audra Jaclyn Fritz  
B.A., The University of Virginia’s College at Wise  
Thesis: “Military Women; A Content Analysis of United States and United Kingdom Newspapers’ Portrayal During the Iraq War”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. John M. King

Debbie Weston From  
B.S., University of Florida

Edwin Marshall Galloway  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Brian Maxson

Kristen Diane Kincer Galloway  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jessica Lynn Hackworth  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

John R. Haggerty, II  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Substance Abuse and Mental Disorders Among State and Federal Prison Inmates”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Leonore M. J. Simon

Pamela Elizabeth Higgins  
B.S.W., East Tennessee State University
Tiffany Massengill Hogan
B.A., Tusculum College

Anna Hurley
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Yasmin Ali Jaddua
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Wendy Michelle Jenkins
B.S., Lees-McRae College

Katelyn Suzanne Kiyett
B.S., Appalachian State University

Josiah J. Leuenberger
B.A., Grove City College

Samara Rose Litvack
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis Chair: Dr. John M. King

Don I. McCarty, Jr.
B.S., Campbell University

Levi J. McClear
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Ruthie L. McEntyre
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University
M.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Thelma Deneen Forney McGowan
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Brittany Sharon Mitchell
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Sherry Lynn Moore
B.S., Milligan College

Breana Justine Chappell Nease
B.S., East Tennessee State University
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Paul C. Nease, Jr.
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kelli Brooke Nelson
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis Chair: Dr. Steven E. Nash

Frances Newman
B.A., Kwanza Nkrumah University

Chasity S. Norris
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Psychopathy and Gender of Serial Killers: A Comparison Using the PCL-R”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Larry Miller

Claiborne Beth Ohlsson
B.S., McDaniel College
Thesis: “Traditional Story as a Tool in Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Joseph Sobol

Dorothy Ornes
M.L.S., Emporia State University
B.F.A., California Institute of Art

Kathleen Raymond Osborn
B.S., Western Illinois University

Ethan M. Owens
B.S.Ed., University of Dayton
Thesis: “Use of Isometric Mid-Thigh Pull to Determine Asymmetrical Strength Differences in NCAA D-1 Athletes”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Michael Ramsey

Cristin Marie Patterson
B.S., Milligan College

Kuangyi Pei
Thesis Chair: Dr. Henry J. Antkiewicz

Nancy Roy Perkins
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis Chair: Dr. William D. Burgess, Jr.

Steven Michael Perkins
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Melissa Dawn Reed
B.A., Carson-Newman College

Hannah Cossitt Reynolds
B.A., University of Kentucky, Lexington

Dora Jean Rushing
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “From Confederate Deserter to Decorated Veteran Bible Scholar: Exploring the Life of C. I. Scofield, 1861-1921”
Thesis Chair: Dr. William D. Burgess, Jr.
David Benjamin Ryan  
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
Thesis: “Improving Brain-Computer Interface Performance: Giving the P300 Speller Some Color”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Eric W. Sellers

Megan Rochelle Sanders  
B.S., The University of Virginia’s College at Wise

Cierra Antionette Sauls  
B.S., Emporia State University

Jessica L. Scott  
B.S., Heidelberg College  
Thesis: “Does SES Moderate the Relationship Between Temperament and Emotional/Behavioral Disorders?”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Wallace Dixon

Marjorie Moore Sheafer  
B.S., Texas Woman’s University  
M.A., Eastern Michigan University

Michael Jonathan Sheffield  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “An International Reformer: Jessie Ackerman and American Progressivism”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Stephen Fritz

Julie Kaye Shortt  
B.A., The University of Virginia’s College at Wise

Ryan Thomas Smith  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jennifer D. Snodgrass  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Lynne Reagan Sparrow  
B.S., Wofford College

Walter Joseph Stucke  
B.A., Olivet Nazarene University  
Thesis: “The Direct and Indirect Contributions of Western Missionaries to Korean Nationalism During the Late Choson and Early Japanese Annexation Periods, 1884-1920”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Henry Antkiewicz

Shannon Ricker Suttle  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Robin Elisabeth Swain  
B.A., King College

Victoria Swenson  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Sara K. Tester  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Ashley Timbs-Miller  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Gina Valenti  
B.S., Lees-McRae College

Weize Wang  
B.A., Nanchang University  
Thesis: “A Content Analysis of Reliability in Advertising Content Analysis”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Stephen W. Marshall

Elizabeth Conway Williams  
B.A., Furman University  
Thesis: “Forgiveness, Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms, and Locus of Control in a College Sample”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Jon R. Webb

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

Deborah Roberts Bailey  
B.A., University of North Carolina, Asheville  
J.D., University of Memphis

Amy L. Light Karlsson  
B.F.A., East Tennessee State University  
M.S., East Tennessee State University

Ruth Ann Marotta  
B.S., Tennessee Technological University  
M.F.A., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Johnathan Thacker  
B.S., East Tennessee State University
MASTER OF EDUCATION

Mariel Yvette Jefferson Blair
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Christina D. Brayton
B.A., California State University, Fresno

Rebecca Lynn Burgner
B.S., Tusculum College

James A. Chapman
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Sarah Amanda Hayden
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Matthew Clay Combs
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Lucinda Rebecca Egan
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jackie Lee Everhardt, III
B.S., East Tennessee State University

T. Ethan Flynn
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Amanda Gale Greene
B.S., Lees-McRae College

Jamie Denise Harris
B.F.A., East Tennessee State University

Chandra LaShea Hayes
B.A., Tusculum College

Jennifer A. Hoit-Reed
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Jessica Ting Johnson
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Andrea R. Lowery
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jennifer Diana Maupin
B.A., East Tennessee State University

L. Michelle McMillian
B.S., Montreat College

Ashley Danielle Million
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Adreana Lee Ann Parker
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Erica Laws Preswood
B.S., Appalachian State University

Rolanda K. Ryans
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Karen Mechelle Peters Seaver
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Rachel C. Silvers
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Christy Denise Starnes
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Ashley Leigh Tipton
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Rachael Griffin Toci
B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Lucas Stephen Wade
B.A., East Tennessee State University

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Mark Daniel Compton
B.A., University of South Carolina, Columbia
M.A.L.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Neo-Raconteur: Allocating Southern-Gothic Symbolism into Design Media”
Thesis Chair: M. Wayne Dyer

Elizabeth Trubue Gorham
B.F.A., University of Georgia, Athens
Thesis: “Boundaries”
Thesis Chair: Mike Smith

Charles E. Haskins, II
B.A., Shawnee State University
Thesis Chair: Mira Gerard

Kevin C. Reaves
B.F.A., East Tennessee State University
M.F.A., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Raising the Machine”
Thesis Chair: Mindy Herrin
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Gary Carver
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Victor Dut Chol
B.A., East Tennessee State University
Julie Desai Bhagat
B.S., George Washington University
M.P.H., George Washington University
Paige Amanda Donaldson
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Maria Raquel Fratta Bordon
B.A., Old Dominion University
Annika Shant’e Hampton
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Thaddeus H. Jablonski, III
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.P.H., East Tennessee State University
Lance Charles Lowery
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Bart I. Mikutowicz
B.S., Florida State University
Linda Paola Paternina
B.B.A., Universidad Del Norte
William Kai Stephanos
B.S., East Tennessee State University

MASTER OF CITY MANAGEMENT

Lawrence S. Barfell
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University
Joseph Wayne Denton
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

James M. Young
B.A., Marshall University

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Aaron Randall Abernethy
B.S.G., Appalachian State University
Thesis: “Extreme Variation in the Sagittal Crest of Tapirus Polkensis (Mammalia, Perissodactyla) at the Gray Fossil Site, Northeastern TN”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Steven Wallace

Mary A. Addy
B.S., University of Cape Coast, Ghana
Thesis: “Modified Organoclay Containing Chelating Ligand for Adsorption of Heavy Metals in Solution”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Aleksey Vasiliev

Jacob Lynn Allen
B.S., Carson-Newman College
Thesis Chair: Dr. Edith Seier

Jeffrey Aaron Bonnell
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Implementation of a New Sigmoid Function in Backpropagation Neural Networks”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Jeffrey Kneisle

Ralitsa Bogomilova Borisova
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Isolation of a Rhodococcus Soil Bacterium that Produces a Strong Antibacterial Compound”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Bert Lampson

Pavan Chandra Chigurupati
B.S.T., Sathyabama University
Thesis: “Role of SABP2 in Tobacco Non-host Resistance”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Dhirendra Kumar

John Russell Corn
B.S., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Thesis: “Optimization Problems in Hilbert Space with POSS Complexes”
Thesis Chair: Dr. Frank Hagelberg
Kevin E. Cummins  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Quenching of the Fluorescence of Tris (2,2'-Bipyridine) Ruthenium(II), [Ru(bpy)3]2+, by a Dimeric Copper(II) Complex”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Jeffrey Wardeska

Chuan Erglu  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Ommisculptures”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Anant Godbole

Mir Ashad Hossain  
B.S., University of Dhaka  
M.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Does SABP2 Exist as a Dimer?”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Dhirendra Kumar

Stanley Mofo Jiing  
B.S., University of Buea  
Thesis: “Synthesis of Resveratrol Esters and Aliphatic Acids”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Yu-Lin Jiang

Alexander Kamash  
B.S., University of Cape Coast, Ghana  
Thesis: “Using Electrochemical Method to Study The Interaction Between DNA and a Compound Known to Have Anticancer Property”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Peng Sun

Winn Addison Ketchum  
B.S., Northern Arizona University  
Thesis: “Using Geographical Information Systems to Investigate Spatial Patterns in Fossils of Tapirus polkensis from the Gray Fossil Site, Washington County, Tennessee”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Steven Wallace

Vivian Koka  
B.S., University of Cape Coast, Ghana  
Thesis: “A Study of the Effects of Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles on the Fluorescent Intensity of Fluorescent Compounds in the Presence of Known Quenchers”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Chu-Ngi Ho

Jude Chimi Lakbub  
B.S., University of Buea  
Thesis: “Fabrication of Chemically Modified Nanometer-sized Gold Electrodes and Their Application in Electrocatalysis at Pt Nanoparticles”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Peng Sun

Diana Ochoa Lozano  
B.S., University Industrial De Santander  
Thesis: “Neogene Palynology of the Gray Fossil Site, Tennessee, USA Floristic Implications”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Yusheng Liu

Cornelius N. Ndi  
B.S., University of Buea  
Thesis: “Synthesis of Chemical Models of Hydrolase Enzymes for Intramolecular Catalysis”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Ismail Kady

Kolade Omoniyi Ojo  
B.S., Ahmadu Bello University  
Thesis: “Mesoporous Functionalized Materials for Post-Combustion Carbon Dioxide Capture”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Aleksey Vasiliev

Marian Osei-Mensah  
B.S., Kwame Nkrumah University

Antibe Pouliwe  
B.S., Kwame Nkrumah University  
Thesis: “Electrochemical Studies of the Interaction Between DNA and a Compound Having Anticancer Properties”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Peng Sun

Archana Racharia  
B.S.P.H., Kakatiya Institute of Technology & Science  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Chu-Ngi Ho
Martin Ray Tant  
B.S., Old Dominion University  
M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute  
Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute  
Thesis: "Biopharmaceutically and Pharmacokinetic Studies of Sucrose Acetate Isobutyrate as an Excipient for Oral Drug Delivery"  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Tom W. Eary

Neva S. Winters  
B.A., Western Carolina University

Joannes Petrus Yuh  
B.S., University of Buea  
Thesis: "Effect of Pesticides on Salicylic Acid Binding Protein 2 (SABP2) and Plant Defense"  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Dhirendra Kumar

Junior Kom Tayou  
B.S., University of Buea  
Thesis: "Requirement of Beta DELSEED-Motif of Escherichia coli FI1Fo ATP Synthase in Antimicrobial Peptide Binding"  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Michael Zavada

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Jennifer Renee Bennett-Norris  
B.S.W., Virginia Intermont College

Darla Wells Waycaster  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Lisa L. Richmond  
B.S.W., East Tennessee State University

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Najirra Adam  
James L. Atkins  
Jonathan James Atkins  
Benjamin Daniel Ashjian #  
Tammy Akers  
Jamie Lynn Allen  
John Jacob Anderson  
Rebekah Ann Nelson  
* Moylin Karina Menjivar Andrade #  
Jessica Arnold  
Brett D. Bailey  
Travis D. Bailey #  
Angela Renee Bailey  
Timothy Brian Bailey  
** Diana L. Ballew  
* Rachel Danielle Burger  
Candace R. Barnett  
Chad William Barnett  
Caryn LaAnne Bartoje #  
Krystle Noel Barton #  
Alexa Lynn Bass  
Randi Ginger Bastian  
Jerry A. Becker  
Meredith Katherine Bell  
Laisha M. Bewley  
Julie Kathleen Beyershof  
Alana Kathleen Bigford  
Michael David Boling, II  
Jonathan Ryan Boone #  
Robin Lynn Borth  
Mindy P. Bowman #  
Christina M. Bradley  
Nicholas Ryan Bradshaw  
Amanda Louise Bricker #  
Amanda Marie Broadwater  
Christina Michelle Brookman  
Thomas Browne  
Bradley Aaron Bryles  
Hope Danielle Bruner #  
Meredith Shea Bunten #  
Brent M. Burke  
Jordie Ashley Caldwell  
Stephanie Paige Campbell #  
Kelly Elizabeth Carlson  
Nathan G. Carman  
Kayla Danielle Carter  
Cathy Sue Carter  
Jeffrey Adam Caudill  
Karim Marie Gregory  
Chapple  
Samuel Paul Church  
Michael E. Clark  
Sarah Elizabeth Clark  
Stacie L. Clark  
Kimberly Michelle Coolson #  
Nicholas Brian Collette #  
Carolyn Elaine Conerty  
Trisha Fay Conn  
Catherine Ellen Contatser  
Alicia Marie Contreras  
Brett Marcus Cook  
Amy Elizabeth Cox #  
* Robin Craig  
Chelsea Cress  
Ashley E. Culpepper
* Jessica Renee Russell #
Marguerite Anne Saint-Louis #
** Micah Addison Salyer
Sally Sandker Berry
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Schrick
Sara N. Scobee #
Andrew Michael Scott
Melinda Sue Scott
Heather Ashlen Scragg #
** Dustin Gregory Seay #
Elizabeth Marie Arnold
Sheets #
Amber Nichole Shell #
Rachel Leni Shetdan
Caleb Phillip Shambaugh
Tam Valentine Shirk #
Andy Slack #
** Kathryna Sloan
*** Crystal Marie Smallwood
Albert Enory Smith
Matthew A. Smith #
Diana Marie Taylor Smith
Kenneth Steven Smith
Shavris Masques Smith
Joshua Stephen Sneyd
Natasha Estella Parton
Snyder #
** April Michelle Spence #
James Thomas Springs
* Summer Stanley
Derek Edward Sterzler
Sarah M. Stout
Hayley Naomi Strachan #
Tong Sun
Yuxi Sun #
** Kristen Surles
Kelly R. Swiderski
Austin Sloan Taylor
Sarah Catherine Taylor
Zachary Taylor #
Christopher Stephen Thady
** Arnella Susan Thomas
Aaron Thomas
Priscilla Tiffany #
** Christina Toole
Jennifer Burke Traynor
Caitlin Twee #
Christopher Eugene Troupy #
*** Mary Elizabeth Van Huss #
Salome A. Veloz
Todd Vincent #
Katelyn Michele Vinson
Laura Dawn Walker #
Morgan Glimer Wallace #
Nathan Cole Wampler
J. Matthew Wampler #
Julie Nicole Waters
** Meredith Watkins
Eleana Faye West
* Elizabeth Jean Widner
William McCoy Wilkey #
Ashley Janelle Williams #
Jessica LaShawn Thompson
Williams #
** Jeremy Neal Williams
** John Caddell Williams, III
** Karen T. Williams
Stacy Lynn Williams
Ryan Williams
Tyler D. Williams
Brittany Nicole Willis #
*** Emily Ann Willis
Gary Edward Wilks
Chasity Jamelle Wilson #
Farol Elaine Wiltemood
Daniel Keith Winters #
Anna Elizabeth Wright #
Summer L. Wright
Lacie D. Yon
Landon Charles Zink
** Yeongli Zou #

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

* Brittany Nicole Adkins
** Julian Marcel Allen
** Joned Alan Anderson
 ** Elizabeth Marie Auslin
Laura Ruth Barnett
Nikki Bartley
Kayla Michelle Benner #
** Zachary Thomas Berry #
Jeffrey Lee Beverly, Jr.
Cassie B. Blevins
Caroline Leigh Boswell
Robert N. Brown #
Mandy Brown #
** Erin Michelle Brown
* Melissa Brooke Bunch
Rodney Andrew Burton
Crystal Denise Calton
Lovisha D. Cantrell
Sarah Leann Carver
Olivia Heather Carver
Kimberly G. Chapman
Casey Marie Christian
Donald W. Coble
Whitney Cogburn
Mary Gilliam Collias
McKella Shay Chambers Coton
*** Sarah Tipson Crocker
Janeson Drew Cross
Jarred Adam Dokin
Kathryn M. Davis
*** Jordan Lindsey Taylor Dixon
Tiffany Scott Dunn
Shannon N. Ezols
Jerad Elizabeth Francisco
Joshua Adam Elkins
Chelsea Elliott
** Meghan Devrett Fender
Jason Douglas Fleener #
Mitchell Luke Fochtmann
** Mary Elizabeth Ford
Thomas Adam Gilliam
Micah Lynn Glafenheim
Frankie Lee Hall, III
MacKenzie Hardt
Brittany Lea Harrison
*** Emily Grace Hevdeys
* Tyler James Hoek
Sydney Morgan Hogston
Kelly Louise Holtschuesen #
Alexander Honkonen
** Leslie Ann Hughes
*** Sandra Dee Hughes
** Deetria S. Hurd
Weston Lynn Jeffers
James Johnson
Dreiden Kelly
Jason Kennedy
Matthew Brandon Kind
*** Andrew Bartley King
** Brent William Kinion
Kristin Danielle Kirk
*** Samuel Lawson #
** Andrew Clay Lewis
Brandi Michelle Lingerfelt #
** Crystal Ann Lyons
** Katie Michelle Lyons
** Whitney Rae Lyons
** Stephanie Brooke Maiden
** Jessica Alice Malone
Katelyn Dior Marshall
Alyson Michelle Martinou
* Lilee Hannah Mason
** Grace McCord
Erin C. McGregor #
Justin Daniel Meredith
Darrell Miller
James Nathaniel Miller
Keaton Alan Miller
Madison Simon Milligan #
Marie Jean Morris
Christina Marie Moody
** Candice Amber Morrell
Edward Morton
* Tia S. Nave
Sarah Elizabeth Owens
*** Kathryn Marie Partillo
Kimberly Ann Perry
Timothy J. Parris #
Brandi K. Boone
Quillian Rhian Price #
** Joshua David Reppert
*** Veronica Jean Richardson
** Mollie Roberts
* Zachary Rohr #
Benjamin Kimutsi Rouch
Eric William Ross
*** Matthew Same
Dylan A. Sexton
Sarah A. Sharp
Brian Gregory Schwartz
** Alyssa Shelanski
Samuel Doty Siebo #
Amanda Nashell Smith
Brittany Jeanne Smith
Meliah Gabrielle Smith
Rachel Marie Smith
Hawkins Sevier Snapp
Jessica Shirley Southland
Holly Marie Stauffer
Timothy L. Sorency, Jr
*** Megan Julie Swecker
Dee’ Beth Tabor #
** Corin Danielle Teagas
** Nicole Marie Thomas
Donna Tillson
Cordelia Tinkell #
Castille Sarah Tomski
Emily Elizabeth Townsend
Nathanial Treadway
** Mary Katherine Vines
Whitney Rene’ Vines
Sharon Elizabeth Wattenburg
Robert Eric Watterson
Caitlin E. Wilson
Adriana Priscilla Windsor
Bar Aaron Wood
Kristin Wysgar

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Chris Archer
Alaina Margaret Ashbury #
Shannelle Jasmine Alexandria Bain #
Sarah Elizabeth Burgoyne
Abigail Kyra Burnette #
* Mackenzie A. Clark
Joy Michelle Tyler Cole
** Jennifer Lynn Connell #
* Joshua Davidson
Chance Allen Dye
Ashley Nicole Edge #
Jared Daniel Edmonds #
Toria Antwanisha Gilewala
Eric Lee Gray
Steven L. Hall #
Hyejung Agia Han #
Magdalene Alicia Hatzikozakis #
Matthew Lee Hayes #
** David M. G. Hewson
Ashley Dawn Hill Nickles
Edwin Blake Huggins #
Kirika Iba
Madison Noel McCall
Emily Lauren McCarty
Rebecca Sue Rhea McKinney
Brad A. McNeil #
Emily Kate Miller
Kerry Ann O’Ferrall
Tracy Ann Bailey Fatz #
Kimberly Phelps
Jarred Michael Keith Pierce
Stephanie Paige Pierce
Ericka Pitchard
Samantha Deanna Reynolds
Brandon P. Rogers #
Tiffany Jodye Spencer #
Daniel K. Sutton
Shawna Beth Thompson
Kayla Cherelle Vence
* Samantha Kaye Vandyke #
Lenora Anne Woods

2 p.m. Ceremony

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Tauna Fleming Gulley
B.S., The University of Virginia’s College at Wise
B.S.N., The University of Virginia’s College at Wise
M.S.N., Radford University
Dissertation: “The Influence of Time Perspective on Physical Activity Intentions and Behaviors Among Adolescents Residing in Central Appalachia”
Dissertation Director: Dr. Joy Wachs
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DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Jonathan Douglas Baker
   B.A., The University of Virginia’s College at Wise

Joshua Daniel Brazelton
   B.S., Middle Tennessee State University

Mark C. Bunker
   B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Elizabeth Anne Caldwell
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Emily A. Fecco
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Emily R. Franklin
   B.S., Tennessee Technological University

Allison Gardner
   B.S., Wake Forest University

Tracy Garside Dobes
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Paula Fulford Gordon
   B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan College

Lindsey Jeanette Harris
   B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Jessica Forsythe Henley
   B.S., Virginia Intermont College

Erika Rose Henry
   B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Danielle Mary Hmielewski
   B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Mary Elizabeth Hobbs
   B.S., Carson-Newman College

Whitney Rachel Jennings
   B.S.Ed., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Bonnie Marrene McDonald
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

James Brandon Moreland
   B.S., Harding University

Emily Pace
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Deborah S. Phelps
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Brian Pickett
   B.S., East Tennessee State University
   M.A.T., East Tennessee State University
   M.A., East Tennessee State University

Derek Ryan Pyle
   B.S., Tennessee Technological University

Michael Richard DeWayne Ragan
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kellie Ray
   B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Rachel Roberts
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Emily Jeanette Skelly
   B.A., Carson-Newman College

Tyler Dean Stamper
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Allison Leigh Suits
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

Winston Joshua Terry
   B.S., Milligan College

Holly Marie Whitt
   B.A., University of Montana

Timothy Andrew Wooten
   B.S., East Tennessee State University

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY

Natalie Joann Aquino
   B.S.B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Kyle Gregory Berry
   B.B.A., Austin Peay State University

Bobby D. Brandenburg
   B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Steven Cory Cole
   B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Leah Marie Conrad
   B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Christopher Alan Dean
   B.B.A., East Tennessee State University
Brandi Nicole Forbes  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Edgar Shank Gray, II  
B.S.B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Joel Thomas Heim  
B.S.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Shelly Renee Jones  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Kathy Gale Ledford  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Hui Li  
B.S., Shandong Normal University  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Brian W. Marsh  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Lisa Maureen McClain  
B.S.B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Amy Marie Duncan Menerick  
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University

Joseph Nathanael Michaels  
B.S.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jessica Marie Moss  
B.S.B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Matthew Stanley  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Gregory Benjamin Stone  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Kimberly Danielle Taylor  
B.B.A., Tennessee Technological University

Romual Elige Tchouta  
B.S., University of Buea  
M.S., East Tennessee State University

Gang Wei  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jesse Alexander Wilkerson  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

**MASTER OF ARTS IN LIBERAL STUDIES**

Amanda L. Aubrey  
B.A., Milligan College

Dissertation: “The Gastonia Novels and Ecofeminism: Rereading the Works of Fielding Burke, Grace Lumpkin, and Myra Page”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Jill LeRoy-Frazier

Cesar O. Garcia  
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jessica Leigh McCroskey  
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

A. Trae McMaken  
B.S., Wheaton College

Tena Rae Toews  
B.A., Eastern Illinois University

James W. Watson, III  
B.A., University of West Florida  
Dissertation: “Free Clinics and the Uninsured: The Need for Remote Area Medical in Central Appalachia After Health Reform”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Randy Wykoff

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Alfred Charles Anderson, Jr.  
B.S., Emory & Henry College

Whitney Alison Babel  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Amy Lee Cooper  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kent Begley  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Amy Marie Blaine  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Travis Christopher Brooks  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Lindsay Carolyn Amore  
B.S.N., University of Delaware  
Robert James Balducci, II  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  
Sumati Dadkar  
M.B.B.S., Rajiv Gandhi University  
Damarla Venkata Darma Veera Vijay Kumar  
M.B.B.S., NTR University  
Shiva Kumar Reddy Mukkamalla  
M.B.B.S., NTR University  
Jerald Eric Mullersman  
B.A., University of Florida  
B.S., University of Florida  
M.D., University of Florida  
Ph.D., University of Florida  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Kesheng Wang  
Hiral D. Parekh  
M.B.B.S., Veer Narmad Sth Gujarat University  
Sucheta Raghavendra  
B.D.S., Rajiv Gandhi University  
Srikanth Ravoori  
M.B.B.S., Rajiv Gandhi University  
Matt Lee Rutherford  
B.A., Indiana University, New Albany  
B.S.C.S., Indiana University, New Albany  
Thomas Jean Shavor  
B.S., Nicholls State University  
M.B.A., Nicholls State University  
Rupesh M. Shirore  
M.B.B.S., Maharashtra University  
Kiran Suresh Sonje  
M.B.B.S., Maharashtra University  
M.B.B.S., Rural Medical College  
Brittany Jan Williams  
B.S., Appalachian State University

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

James Wallace Bynum  
B.S.P.S., East Tennessee State University  
Donna Davis Gage  
B.G.S., East Tennessee State University  
LaDonna Hilton  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Holly Cooper Hughes  
M.A.T., East Tennessee State University  
B.A., Roanoke College  
Donna Faye Lindsay Patty  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Christopher Brian Ball  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Scott Robert Bergemann  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Paromita Bhattacharya  
B.A., University of Calcutta  
M.S., Gandhi National Open University  
Thesis: “A Case Study of the Effects of a Web Interface Redesign Based on Usability Guidelines”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Anthony Pittarese  
Jonathan David Brooks  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Charles R. Brumley  
B.S., Illinois State University  
Matthew P. Crum  
B.S.E.T., Tennessee Technological University  
Thesis: “The Design and Fabrication of a Modular Vertical Reciprocating Conveyor for the Transportation of Materials To and From a Mezzanine”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Paul Sims
Jason T. Cumiskey  
B.S.C.S., University of Victoria

Cindy Rachelle Holmes  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

James Michael Johnson  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Whitney Charlena Lau  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Kerry Proctor-Williams

George William Elsea Linke  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Innovative Design: Design of a Press System and Molds to Produce a Skateboard Deck”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Paul Sims

Erin E. Lowe  
B.S., Abilene Christian University

Benjamin Lee McMurry  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

John Lorenzo Mitchell  
B.S., Stella Maris Polytechnic

Jennifer Gayle Norris  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Joaquin Raventos  
B.S., Polytechnic University of Barcelona  
Thesis: “New Test Set for Video Quality Benchmarking”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Paul Sims

Chad Michael Ricker  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Christopher C. Swartz  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Julie Frances Tate  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Feeding Practices of Mothers in the Gobi MS Desert of Mongolia”  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Michelle Lee

John Franklin Williams  
B.S., Tennessee Technological University

MASTER OF ALLIED HEALTH

Rodney Barnes  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Benjamin Scott Thayer  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

James Louis Niday Teixeira  
B.A., East Tennessee State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

Thilini Upekshika Silva  
B.S., University of Kelaniya  
Thesis Chair: Dr. Brajesh Kumar Dubey

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Michele Dawn Armstrong  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Tamily Ann Branham  
B.S.N., Old Dominion University

Cathy Lynne Bingham  
B.S.N., Bradley University

Jaima Gemmell Brown  
B.S.N., Middle Tennessee State University

Benjamin Michael Blanton  
B.S.N., Tennessee Wesleyan College  
B.S.Ed., University of Tennessee, Knoxville  

Kristi Lynn Hopper Brown  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University
Ashley Lauren Cantwell  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Dorothy Sue Chapman  
B.S.N., King College

Melissa Dawn Christian  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Teresa Thayer Emerson  
B.S.N., Old Dominion University  
B.S., Virginia Intermont College

Barbara Jo Hayes  
B.S.N., Gardner-Webb University

Joyce L. Henson  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Amie Nichole Jarrett  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Sharon LeVonne Salyer Jesse  
B.S.N., The University of Virginia's College at Wise

Helen Joyce Kaye  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Allison Leigh Langrel  
B.S.N., Milligan College

Melissa Vauglan Layne  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Jennifer Lewis  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Tara Leigh Looney  
B.S.N., Milligan College

Claudia Gabriela Lopez  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Mikella Blake Malone  
B.S.N., King College

Martha Kate McKemie  
B.S.N., Eastern Kentucky University  
B.A., Emory University

Cynthia G. Clinton Meadows  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Therese Lynn Stone Murphy  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Juliana Lord Olup  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Elizabeth A. Paschall  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee, Martin

Christina Camille Pereira  
B.S.N., King College

Angela A. Phillips  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Matthew Prazak  
B.S.N., Wright State University, Dayton

Kimberly H. Qualls  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Carol Bernice Sanders  
B.S.N., King College

Michelle D. Snedgrass  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Sara Marisha Soukup  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
B.A., University of North Carolina, Asheville

Terry L. South  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Jennifer Ann Wilkerson  
B.S.N., University of Phoenix

Valerie Jo Yates  
B.S.N., King College

---

**BACCALAUREATE DEGREES**

**COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY**

Charles Allen, Jr.  #  
Nicholas Alexander Alley  #  
Amber Aneida Anderson  #  
Corey Bailey  #  
Jerod Scott Bailey  #  
* Karter Elizabeth Boker  #

Jonathan Barnett  #  
Joseph Douglas Beck  #  
Samuel Paul Bedford  #  
Alex McClain Beffrey  #  
Laura Begley  #  
* Joshua Adam Berry  #  

Jordan Michael Blankenship  #  
Matt Blessing  #  
Brittney Blizzard  #  
Patrick Scott Boutilier  #  
Charles Bottoms  #
Jordan Olga Spain #
Glen R. Stevenson #
Meghan Eliza Stout #
Tyler W. Summers #
Christopher Sweeney #
Andrew R. Taylor #
Susan Joy Teneaney #
Vivian E. Thacker #
Nathan Chase Thomas #

Samuel Walter Thompson, II #
Nicholas A. Trauma #
Derek Christopher Turner #
Ruska Priya Venkataraman #
Christopher Michael Wade #
Adam Robert Webb #
Andrew Russell Webb #
Laura Wedel #
Michael R. Whitson #
Thomas Harrison
Whitaker #
Garret Robert Williams #
Logan Gray Williams #
Tyler Eugene Williams #
Elissa Gayle Willis #
Shawna Daniel Wilson #
Andrew Parker Woodbury #
Scott Woodlief #

** COLLEGE OF CLINICAL & REHABILITATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES **

Christy G. Hodge Arnold #
Christopher Carter Chafin #
Jennifer M. Clayton #
Miranda Conlon #
Shawna LeAnn DeRince #
Amber Roxana Dotson #
Eric A. Henderson #
Brandy Jo Henderson #

Deborah Ann Slayton Holbrook #
Heather Elizabeth Hooks #
Vanessa Lynn Jones #
Aneesah Miller Lewis #
Kayla Marie Phillips #
Teresa L. Manis #
Bradley K. Maxwell #
Robin Lee Miller #
Karyn Leigh Goin #
Lydia A. Palmer #
Dyon Scott Rector #
Jesse Dane Reed #
William D. Smith #
Teresa Thornberry Turner #

** SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES & ACADEMIC OUTREACH **

* Gary S. Allgood #
  Chase Garfield Anderson #
  Leslie Ashcraft #
  Tiffany Renee Baucom #
  Crystal Lynette Smith #
  Laurie Korn Blackmon #
  Jonathan Eric Bowers #
  Princess L. D. Brown #
  Bradley Dale Buchanan #
  April Danielle Burke #
  Daniel Mead Bussell #
  Joshua N. Campbell #
  Bridget Fawna Chandle #
  Danielle Nichole Chapman #
  Sandra Jean Johnson Cole #
  Amber Leigh Collins #
  Tyler A. Cosby #
  Andrew Leighton Cox #
  Cheryl Crowe #
  Michael T. Daniel #
  Joshua Lee Davis #
  Jennifer R. Decker #
  Rachel Kaye Demison #
  Cypsy Marie Durbin #
  Angela Zoë Evans Duvall #
  Loretta Incangelo Edwards #
  Alecia Emery #
  Tiffany Michelle Ford #
  Patsy Rosanne Barnett Franklin #
  H. Dwayne Godsey #
  David Lawrence Gyles #
  Jamie L. Hackney #
  Elizabeth Gail Hampton #
  Whitney Allison Hankins #
  David Michael Hart #
  Denny Shane Hass #
  Eric Lynn Hawk #
  Valerie Michelle Hendrix #
  Grover Shannon Hickman, Jr. #
  A. Brooke Holland Jones #
  Habiba Hurem #
  Richard Allen Joiner #
  Susan R. Kellogg #
  Andrew Logan Kerr #
  Suzanna Leigh Kuroki #
  Chasity Spring Reagan Langham #
  Aaron Lee #
  Sarah E. Lee #
  Ronald D. Long, II #
  Elizabeth Ann Martin #
  Alison Dawes McCreacken #
  David Cope McDaniel #
  Heather L. Miller #
  Joshua M. Morelock #
  Heather M. Morris #
  Chealsea Morris #
  Whitney Jade Murray #
  Melissa Ashley Murrell #
  Savannah K. Oertling #
  Danielle Christina Otomo #
  Jenny S. Page #
  Timothy J. Pass #
  Jeremy David Payne #
  Saundra Kay Reynolds #
  Shauna Noel Rhea #
  Heather Brooke Richards #
  Kevin Derrick Salyer #
  Tanel D. Silvers #
  Pearl Asaka Sim Aomatsu #
  Joel Michael Alan Smith #
  Tyler J. Smootherman #
  Scott Randall Snapp, Jr. #
  Jessica Nicole Lynn Stanley #
  Haseena Stotts #
  Matthew R. Stout #
  Joe Street #
  Douglas Terrill #
  Philip A. Thompson #
  Elizabeth Shelton Tipton #
  Jack D. Vatchkook, Jr. #
  Whitney Ayers Vickers #
  Katrina Caprice Washington #
  Carlye Christine Vickers #
  Christopher B. Williams #
  Paxton Lee Williams #
  Alecia Wyred #
  Alexis Shipley Zockoll #

Danielle Christina Otomo #
Jenny S. Page #
Timothy J. Pass #
Jeremy David Payne #
Saundra Kay Reynolds #
Shauna Noel Rhea #
Heather Brooke Richards #
Kevin Derrick Salyer #
Tanel D. Silvers #
Pearl Asaka Sim Aomatsu #
Joel Michael Alan Smith #
Tyler J. Smootherman #
Scott Randall Snapp, Jr. #
Jessica Nicole Lynn Stanley #
Haseena Stotts #
Matthew R. Stout #
Joe Street #
Douglas Terrill #
Philip A. Thompson #
Elizabeth Shelton Tipton #
Jack D. Vatchkook, Jr. #
Whitney Ayers Vickers #
Katarina Caprice Washington #
Carlye Christine Vickers #
Christopher B. Williams #
Paxton Lee Williams #
Alecia Wyred #
Alexis Shipley Zockoll #

Daniele Christina Otmo #
Jenny S. Page #
Timothy J. Pass #
Jeremy David Payne #
Saundra Kay Reynolds #
Shauna Noel Rhea #
Heather Brooke Richards #
Kevin Derrick Salyer #
Tanel D. Silvers #
Pearl Asaka Sim Aomatsu #
Joel Michael Alan Smith #
Tyler J. Smootherman #
Scott Randall Snapp, Jr. #
Jessica Nicole Lynn Stanley #
Haseena Stotts #
Matthew R. Stout #
Joe Street #
Douglas Terrill #
Philip A. Thompson #
Elizabeth Shelton Tipton #
Jack D. Vatchkook, Jr. #
Whitney Ayers Vickers #
Katarina Caprice Washington #
Carlye Christine Vickers #
Christopher B. Williams #
Paxton Lee Williams #
Alecia Wyred #
Alexis Shipley Zockoll #

Danielle Christina Otmo #
Jenny S. Page #
Timothy J. Pass #
Jeremy David Payne #
Saundra Kay Reynolds #
Shauna Noel Rhea #
Heather Brooke Richards #
Kevin Derrick Salyer #
Tanel D. Silvers #
Pearl Asaka Sim Aomatsu #
Joel Michael Alan Smith #
Tyler J. Smootherman #
Scott Randall Snapp, Jr. #
Jessica Nicole Lynn Stanley #
Haseena Stotts #
Matthew R. Stout #
Joe Street #
Douglas Terrill #
Philip A. Thompson #
Elizabeth Shelton Tipton #
Jack D. Vatchkook, Jr. #
Whitney Ayers Vickers #
Katarina Caprice Washington #
Carlye Christine Vickers #
Christopher B. Williams #
Paxton Lee Williams #
Alecia Wyred #
Alexis Shipley Zockoll #
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COLLEGE OF NURSING

Mirian Amadiachi Akas #
Kristi Al-Khatteeb #
Sharon Joyce Anderson #
Shana Brooke Arwood #
* Mary Kathleen Stevens #
* Melissa Marie Barnett #
** Andrea L. Baney #
* Ashley Monte Bishop #
Kaylee Victoria Bishop #
** Jacqueline Beth Blackburn #
** Lindsey Brooke Borenstahl #
** Lane Morgan Britt #
*** Andrea Lee Paige Brooks #
Ashley Sue Brummell #
Jessica Barnett #
* Brian Scott Burnett #
Howard L. Carlton #
* Karen Marie Carver #
* Timothy Joshua Claiborne #
* Kerensa L. Clark #
 meny Nicole Coffey #
** Abigail Lynn Cooley #
* Lauren Ann Cook #
* Logan Jack Cook #
Kimberly S. Crosby #
Chris James Cutshall #
*** Anna Laura Daniel #
Leslie Katherine Daukoch #
Ashley Dawn Deady #
Kimberly Renee Davis #
* Christina D. Deakins #
Lindsey Danielle Deans #
Amanda Diaz #
* Shelly Hokin Dix #
Melinda A. Douglas #
Ashley Lauren Eaton #
Amanda H. England #
Paige E. Esterle #
Sherrika Evans #
Ben Floyd #
Robin Nesette Estep Floyd #
Ruth A. Forrest #
Melanie Leigh Francisco #
Holly M. Fuller #
Mary Gasdion #
* Hannah Meredith Gaebler #
*** Yan Gao #
Gay Kirby Gingerich #
* Brentan Glover #
Shawn Sloan Godbee #
John D. Gregory #
Theresa Gromes #

Bridget Diana Hall #
* Amanda Kelly Hall #
Shae Margaret Ann Hall #
Cara Alyse Harrell #
Lauren Elizabeth Hattorontno #
*** Jennifer Henry #
** Lora Blaine Hensley #
** Lynn Ashlee Henschel #
** Nathan Robert Hitchcock #
Kim Michelle Hoors #
Jan Elisa Martin Hubbard #
Hannah Celeste Hunter #
Elizabeth Bier Imman #
Taylor Allyce Isgrrig #
Charlona Beldor Johnson #
David Hale Johnson #
** Audrey K. Jones #
* April Jordan #
Leslie Melburn Justin #
Erica Preston Keen #
* Payal Khanna #
** Abigail Genevieve Kietzman #
Douglas Donald Klans #
** Travis Zachary Lakos #
Leisa Lawrence #
Lindsay Grace Linerode #
Amanda Danielle Lit #
Jessica Anne Long #
Jennifer Denise Love- #
Norris #
Rita Jackson Lowery #
Kathy Ann Mackey #
** Spencer Chase Maden #
Laura Swingle Martin #
Samantha N. Martin #
Christina Nicole Mcclay #
Rebecca Marie McCurry #
Melissa McFerran #
Sarah Elizabeth McKinney #
Kirk McLaughlin #
** Morgan Renee Meredith #
Jennifer Smith Miller #
Gisa Marie Minx #
Lindsey Nevada Myers #
* Barbara Lee Nave #
Jacquelyn Newcome #
** Jennifer Lynn Norton #
Amanda Michelle Oliver #
Giniyat Abdulaziz Ososo #
Heather R. Paciorek #
Tori Renee Payne #
* Hannah Louise Perkins #
Brittany Marie Pilon #
Ashley M. Poole #
* Jennifer Bowers Poteet #
James D. Potter #
Susan Paulette Preste #
* Leslie Harrington Ruby #
Jonathan Lawrence Rainey #
Christie Ann Reinking #
Alisha A. Richards #
Tatishia Sue Miller Rochelle #
Jason L. Rockwell #
Heather Nicole Rogers #
Shawn P. Ronaghan #
Kathryn Lynn Schaeffer #
Alexandria Nicole Schrammker #
** Brooke L. Self #
Katherine Taylor Sellers #
Micah Sellew #
** Misty Dawn Shulton #
Jessica Shuler #
* Michael Paul Sken #
Christina Yvonne Smith #
Jacyln Miranda Smith #
Kari Michele Smith #
** Lauren Marie Smith #
Mekindra Rae Smithson #
** Jeannette Louise White #
Stitzer #
Casey Earl Stocksby #
* Sarah Elizabeth Strom #
Meghan Kristina Stuart #
Daniel Ryan Tabor #
* Ashley Lynn Thayer #
Tonya Amber Thomas #
Andrea Brooke Tiller #
* Amanda Jean Coffie #
* Amanda M. Tipton #
* Lindsey Elaine Townsend #
Tallahsa Erika Leann Truett #
Kelly Lynnne Valdes Garcia #
*** Whitney VanderHorse #
** Amanda Leigh White #
Brandy Nichole White #
Cassandra Lee Williams #
* Diana Marie Williams #
*Courtesy M. Wilson #
* Jeannette Wilson #
Amber Claire Wood #
Wendy Michelle Higgins #
Yates #
** Ana Rosa Zavala
Mace Bearer
Dr. Chris Dula, Distinguished Faculty Award (Teaching), 2011
Department of Psychology

Distinguished Faculty Marshals
Dr. Roberta Herrin, Distinguished Faculty Award (Research), 2011
Department of Appalachian Studies
Dr. Joel Hillhouse, Distinguished Faculty Award (Service), 2011
Department of Community Health

Bearers of University Banners
College of Arts and Sciences .................................. Dr. Katrina Heil
College of Business and Technology ........................ Dr. Ronald Zucker
College of Clinical and Rehabilitative Health Sciences ..... Dr. Debbie Dotson
College of Education ........................................ Dr. Arnold Nyarambi
College of Medicine ........................................... Dr. Mitch Robinson
School of Continuing Studies & Academic Outreach ...... Dr. Jill Leroy-Frazier
College of Nursing ........................................... Dr. Susan Rasmussen
College of Public Health ...................................... Dr. Allan Forsman
Honors College .................................................. Dr. Scott Contreras-Koterbay
School of Graduate Studies .................................. Dr. Scott Champney (10 a.m.)
                                                          Dr. Joel Ryman (2 p.m.)
University Libraries ......................................... Ms. Kelly Hensley (10 a.m.)
                                                          Dr. Mark Ellis (2 p.m.)
ETSU Alumni Association ................................... Mr. Zack Walden (10 a.m.)
                                                          Mr. Dalton Collins (2 p.m.)

Color Guard
Cadet SGT George Ford
Cadet SFC Cameron McDonald
Cadet SGT
Cadet 2LT Catherine Hurst – Cadet in Charge

Placement of University Banners
Cadet PFC Brandie Burchfield

Graduating Students Receiving Army Commissions
*Joshua A. Elkins, 2LT, United States Army, Aviation, Active Duty
*Daniel K. Winters, 2LT, United States Army, Unassigned, Educational Delay for Seminary
*Indicates selection by United States Cadet Command as Distinguished Military Students.

Trumpet Fanfare
ETSU Wind Ensemble Brass and Percussion

Ushers
Members of ETSU President’s Pride

Announcement of Candidates
Mr. Fred Sauceman, Senior Writer, Executive Assistant to the President for University Relations,
and Associate Professor of Appalachian Studies

Prelude Music
ETSU Wind Ensemble, Dr. Christian M. Zembower, Conductor